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I • Int roduc t ion
This Is a report on the data management programs used by the
Stanford Remote Sensing laboratory to access, modify, and reduce
the data obtained from both the NASA IR airborne spectrometer, and
Stanford's SG-4 field spectrometer. Many details covered in
previous reports are not repeated here.
below.
References are provided
These programs are written in Fortran IV and S/360 Assembler
language, and are currently running on a S/360 model 67 (operating
under OS/MFT) at the Stanford Computation Center Campus Facil ity.
References
1) "1969/70 Stanford Spectral Data Management System",
RSl Tech 170-11 by Michael Heathman.
2) "The Stanford Infrared Spectra Processing Package",
RSl Tech #69-3 by John R. Moore.
3) "Mission 78 - Fl igl,ts 1 and 2 Ninety Day Report",




Cal computes instrument cal ibratlon functions using NASA
spectra. The required function is computed for each member of a
group of spectra, and the mean and standard deviation over the
group are printed and plotted. Currently the functions computed by
Cal are not used for any further processing within the system.
If the option INSTRANS is specified, the instrument response
correction function is computed. This function may be used to
correct for the non linear response of the spectrometer. It is
computed by ratioing a theoretical blackbody spectrum to an
observed blackbody spectrum. Since the spectrometer measures the
radiation difference between the outside world and an internal
reference, the theoretical blackbody mentioned above is the
difference between two absolute radiance curves, one calculated
using the target temperature, and the other calculated using the
internal reference temperature.
If the option AIRPATH Is
-<-.,.p'.
specified, the airpath absorbion "
function is computed. Airborne blackbody spectra (from lakes,
oceans etc.) are corrected for the instrument response and for the
reflectance of water. The ratio of these corrected spectra to a
theoretical blackbody spectrum is the airpath absorbsion function.
This function desclbes the effect of the air mass on the radiance
levels seen by the spectrometer.
If the option EMITT is specified, the ground rock emittance
spectrum is computed. Each ground rock spectrum is corrected for
Instrument response and subtracted from a theoretical blackbody
spectrum calculated at the Internal spectrometer reference
temperature. This gives an estimate of the absolute radiance of
the target. The ratio of this to an absolute blackbody radiance
curve gives the emittance spectrum for the rock.
Cal uses Splot for 1 ine printer plotting, Irrad for
theoretical radiance calculations, Tcalc to estimate target
temperature if unknown, and Sigma to compute standard deviations.
2. Program Prep
Prep is used to access and save small groups of spectra within
the NASA data base. The spectra are time coded in increasing
order. The program reads sequentially though the data base until
the group is found. Any spectra within the group whose temperature
variance is above a given tolerance is rejected. The spectra
alternate between up ramp (6.8-13.~ microns) and down ramp
(13.~-6.8 microns) recording, but the output file contains only
spectra of a given ramp code. The group average spectrum and
standard deviation is printed and plotted for each group
processed.
Prep uses Splot for plotting, Table for data listing, Xlate to
convert time, Rdnasa to read the data base, Unpack to unpack
Identification bytes, and Dater to provide the· date and time for
the printed output.
data listing, Dater
spectra, and Sm for
3. Program Proc
Proc is used to process spectral groups produced by Prep.
Since the data saved by Prep is contained In individual datasets,
Proc finds groups by dataset name alone. The standard processing
steps are as follows: the raw spectra are ratioed to a blackbody
spectrum; the tails of the spectra are cl ipped since they contain
little useful information; the ratioed spectra are smoothed to
minimize the effects of random noise; and finally they are each
normal ized so the mean "radiance" of each spectrum Is zero, with a
standard deviation of one, allowing valid comparison of spectra
with different mean intensities.
The processed spectra are output onto a single file in card
im~ge format so that they may be read by classification programs
such as BMD07M. The group average spectrum for each group is saved
on a separate file so that the individuals may be further processed
by program Discard.
Proc uses Splot for plotting, Table for
for date and time, Norm for normalizing
smoothing spectra.
4. Program Discard
Discard is used to delete from spectral groups spectra which
vary greatly from the group mean. The program reads the output
produced by Proc and computes for each member of a group the
distance in Euclidean space from the group mean. If this distance
is greater than a given. tolerance, the spectrum is deleted from the
group. There is no firm reason to think the Information about a
group is any better after this processing, but it has been found
that spectra rejected by this method correspond well with the
spectra which the classification programs cannot identify
correct 1y.
Discard uses no subroutines.
5. Program Trkload
Trkload is used to copy ground based ("truck") spectra tapes
to disk. The organization of the disk file Is different from the
NASA data base in that individual spectra may be accessed directly.
An Index with pointers to the raw spectra is created which may be
searched by later programs in order to find spectral groups. A
program which does this searching and saves the groups in a format
compatible with Proc has not been written yet, since the ground
system Is not fully operational.
Trkload uses Rdtrk to read and convert the raw data tapes, and
Daload to create the direct access file. Daload Is used to bypass
the formatting of direct access files which the FORTRAN direct
access routines must do.
s
II I. Pro~ram ExaMPles
1. Pro~rar, C;ll
IICAl dOR (d032,332"ln),rft.A~SH/\Ll
I I .J 0 !3ll R 0 f) DSn=,.I 0 3 2 • P~aGII B, f) I $ P=S!-' P-
1II'.'HYN0T EXEC pm:=CJI,l
IIFT20FOOI DD Dsn=Jn";2.p~F.40,f)ISP=~HR




INSTRMIS 60. I~a. 20 r1X1fJ 8 -1 PREFll GHT B~
AIP-PATI! 60. n.o 30 t·1X1og-1 SHALum LAKE
1*
In this exaMple, the rl~taset d032.PRE40 is used to c~lcul~te
the instrUMent response correction function, and the dataset
J03'2.::;~IAlL is used to calculnte the airpath ahsorhsion function.
2. Prop;rarl Prep
I I P~EP J () r. (J 0 ~ 2 , 3 3 '- " 1 0 ) , t:1 A~S"ALL
IIJOBLI8 on nSN=J n32.PROGLIR,DISP=SHR
IIWHYNOT EXEC PG~=rREP
I n:A.SA DO nSrJ=J 03'-. FLIGIITl, DIS P=$ l-lR, nrR =0 PTr,O=C






I I FT05 FOOl ["m *
c?:tP/\Rf-1S TH1P=150., ,'?Ir::Nn
00 20 15 15 12345 15 15 23456 MX10R-l ROCKA
00 30 15 16 12345 15 ~~ 23456 MXln8-1 ROCK~
1*
In this example, J032.FLlGllTl contains raw time-coderl spectra
from which the datasets J032.RnCKA and Jn32.ROCK~ are created. Thp
dat~ cards contain the r~~p code, lo~ical unit number for output,








I 1FT 3 0 F0 01 rm nS11 =J 03 2 • ROC Kn, nIS P=SJ-I P..
IIFT07FOOI no DS~,J=Jn32.R()Cf(L1~I,DIsp=r!'oo
IIFT08Fn rn 00 Dsn=J032.p.nCKLlRA,DIsp=r~on
/IFTOGFOOI 00 SYC;OUT=A
IIFT05FOOI 00 *
?{PAfU1S srlOOTH=T, CI\RO=5, r~END
THESE SPECTRA HAVE "'EEN RATIOEn, srmoTHEO, Ar,Jr) NnRr~ALlZF.r.
00 20 15 15 12345 15 15 23456 ~XI08-1 ROCKA
00 30 15 16 12345 15 16 23456 r1XI08-1 ROCKP.
1*
In this exa~ple, the two d~t~sets created in the previous
example are processed and saved in Jn32.ROCKLIgI (for inrlividual
spectra) and in J032.RO~KLIRA (for the average of each group).
Each spectrum is ratioed to an averaged hlackhody spectrUM
contained in J032.SftALLA\fG, sMoothed, anrl norMalized. note that
the control cards are the same as those usen ahove.
Il. Program Di sca rd
IIRSL JOR (J032,332,,10),rlARSHALL
IIJOBLIR on DSH=Jn32.PROGlIR,OlSP=SHR
II'.-!HYNOT EXEC pew=n I S~f..rU)
/IFTIOr-OOl 00 osr!=,Ja32.RnC'(L1RD,nlS?=r~n!')
/IFT03FOOI on DSil=,J032.ROCKLfl31,r'llSP=SHP






In this exaMple, data read frOM J032.ROCKLIBI
J032.ROCKLIBD rejectin~ any spectrun whose distRnce
mean is r,reater than a ~iven tolerance. The
containerl in J032.ROCKLIBA, and th~ tolerance for














II nIRFCT nD OSr'!=lJn~ 2. TROCKS, VOL=SE~=lJS!:Rn7, UN IT=23IlJ,
II SPACE=(CYL,ln,RLSF.),DISP=(,CATL~),
II Dr. B=( DSO RG=n,'\, KEY LF. t! =0 , RLl< S , ZE=2() lJ )
II SPECTAPf: DD UtI' T=OC'l, VOL=Sf: R=T!1UCK, LARF. L= (, ~LP), nISP=SH~
II FTIO FOOl DD nS'!=dn32. TINDEX, 'JOL=SF.~=IlSF.~n7, UN IT=2311~,
II SPACE=(TRK,I~,RLSr:),DISP=(,CATLG),
II or~=(RECFM=FR,L"F.CL=40,BLKSIZE=3520)
II FTOll FOOl nD SYSOUT=/\, nCB=( RECFr1=r-A, BLKS' ZE=133)
IIFT06r-OOI DO SYSOUT=/\,OC!1=*.FTOlJFOOl
IIFT05FOOl DO *
(cl PARr'S LI ST=T, TERR =T, &~~m
In this example, a truck tnne callerl TRUC'(, is copier! to disk.
The snectra are snved in J032.TROCKS, anrl the identification
infornation is saved in J032.TINDEX. The namel ist input specifIes
that the individual spectra are to he listed, anrl that rerea~s






C PROGRAM CAL -- DECEMBER 1970 VERSION C
C C
C C
C COMPUTES INSTRUMENT CALIBRATION FOR IR SPECTROMETER C
C STANFORD REMOTE SENSING LABORATORY C
C C
C PROGRAM OPTIONS C
C C
C INSTRANS COMPUTE INSTRUMENT RESPONSE CORRECTION FUNCTION. C
C C
C AIRPATH COMPUTE AIRPATH ABSORBSION SPECTRUM FOR AIRBORNE C
C BLACKBODY SPECTRA. C
C C
C EMITT COMPUTE TARGET RADIANCE AND EMITTANCE SPECTRUM C
C FOR KNOWN ROCK TYPES. C
C C





INTEGER DISK, CARO/5/, PRINT/6/, NMAX/30/
iNTEGER INTRN/'INST'/,EMITT/'EMIT'/,AIRPT/'AIRP'/,SAVET/'SAVE'/
INTEGER GET/'GET'/, PUT /'PUT'/, FLT, NAME(8), CNT(88)
REAL RAW (38), DSK (92), IRAD(88), PLNK(88), ASP (88),
* AINS(88), SINS(88), AAIR(88), SAIR(88), ARAD(88),
* AEM (88), SEM (88), SSP (88), SRAD(88)
REAL ZERO(88) /88*0.0/, FACT/O.O/
C































































































C READ MISSION AND FLIGHT IDENTIFICATION.
READ (CARD,54) MISS, FLT
C
C INITIALIZE SEQUENCE NUMBER ARRAY
DO 2 I = 91,178
2 CNT(I-90) a I
C
C READ PROGRAM OPTIONS
10 READ (CARD,51,END a 99) 10PT, REFT, BBT, DISK, NAME
C
IF (IOPT .EQ. SAVET) GOTO 50
c
C COMPUTE TARGET TEMPERATURE IF UNSPECIFIED.
C
IF (BBT .NE. 0.0) GOTO 11
IF (FACT oNE. 0.0) GOTO 12
C




~2 BBT = TCALC (REFT, FACT, DISK)
C
C BRANCH TO SPECIFIED ROUTINE
11 IF (IOPT .EQ. AIRPT) GOTO 30
IF (IOPT .EQ. EMITT) GOTO 40
IF (IOPT .EQ. INTRN) GOTO 20
C




C READ/WRITE RESPONSE FUNCTION
50 IF (NAME(I) .EQ. PUT) WRITE (DISK) AINS




C INSTRUMENT RESPONSE CORRECTION FUNCTION C
C C
C C
C THE RESPONSE FUNCTION IS THE RATIO OF A CALCULATED C
C IRRADIANCE CURVE TO AN OBSERVED BLACK BODY SPECTRUM C
C AT A GIVEN TEMPERATURE. IRRADIANCE IS THE DIFFERENCE C
C BETEEN TWO BLACKBODY RADIATORS, ONE AT THE INTERNAL C
C SPECTROMETER REFERENCE TEMPERATURE, AND ONE AT THE EXTERNAL C






C COMPUTE THEORETICAL NET IRRADIANCE
CALL IRRAD (IRAD, REFT, BBT)
C
C READ IN GROUND BLACKBODY SPECTRA AND COMPUTE RESPONSE OF EACH
C








DO 22 I = 1,NMAX
READ (DISK,END-23) DSK
C
DO 22 J = 1,88
ASP(J) = ASP(J) + RAW(J)
SSP(J) = SSP(J) + RAW(J) ** 2
AINS(J) • AINS(J) + IRAD(J)/RAW(J)
SINS(J) • SINS(J) + (IRAD(J)/RAW(J» ** 2
22 CONTINUE
C
C FIND STANDARD DEVIATIONS
C
23 NSPEC = I - 1
EN = NSPEC
CALL SIGMA (ASP, SSP, EN, 88)
CAll SIGMA (AINS, SINS, EN, 88)
C FIND OVERALL AVERAGES
C
AIRAD BAVER (IRAD, 88)
AASP a AVER (ASP, 88)
ASSP u AVER (SSP, 88)
AAINS = AVER (AINS, 88)
ASINS = AVER (SINS, 88)
c
c
C PRINT AND PLOT RESULTS
C
c
WRITE (PRINT,68) MISS, FLT, REFT, 88T, NSPEC, NAME
WRITE (PRINT,57) (CNT(I), IRAD(I), ASP(I),
'Cl SSP(I), AINS(I), SINS(I), 1.1,88)
WRITE (PRINT,66) AIRAD, AASP, ASSP, AAINS, ASINS
WRITE (PRINT,G8) MISS, FLT, REFT, 88T, NSPEC, NAME
CALL SPLOT (IRAD, ZERO, 0.0, 0.0, PRINT, 88, 91)
WRITE (PRINT,62)
WRITE (PRINT,68) MISS, FLT, REFT, 88T, NSPEC, NAME
CALL SPLOT (ASP, SSP, 0.0, 0.0, PRINT, 88, 91)
WRITE (PRINT,53)
WRITE (PRINT,68) MISS, FLT, REFT, 88T, NSPEC, NAME




C' COMPUTE TEMPERATURE CONVERSION TA8LE 8ASED ON LINEAR
C INTERPOLATION THROUGH (O,REFT) AND (AASP,B8T)
C
FACT = (88T - REFT) / AASP
RR = 0.0
WRITE (PRINT,93) MISS, FLT, REFT, 88T, NSPEC, NAME
DO 28 I = 1,1101,25
TT = REFT + FACT * RR
WRITE (PRINT,94) RR, T~






C AIRPATH ABSORBSION FUNCTION C
C C
C C
C AIRPATH ABSORBSION IS THE RATIO OF THE THEORETICAL C
C NET IRRADANCE OF A BLACKBODY AT A GIVEN TEMPERATURE TO C
C AN AIRBORNE BLACKBODY (IE LAKES, OCEAN) AT THE SAME C
C TEMPERATURE, MULTIPLIED BY THE INSTRUMENT RESPONSE C
C CORRECTION FUNCTION. C







CALL IRRAD (IRAD, REFT, BBT)
C




DO 31 I ~ 1,88
ASP (I) = 0.0





DO 33 I = 1,NMAX
READ(DISK,END~38) DSK
DO 33 J = 1,88
ASP(J) =ASP(J) + RAW(J)
SSP(J) = SSP(J) + RAW(J) ** 2
T = IRAD(J) * REFLT(J) / RAW(J) / AINS(J)
AAIR(J) = AAIR(J) + T
SAIR(J) = SAIR(J) + T*T
33 CONTINUE
C FIND STANDARD DEVIATIONS
C
38 NSPEC = I - 1
EN = NSPEC
CALL SIGMA (ASP, SSP, EN, 88)
CALL SIGMA (AAIR, SAIR, EN, 88)
c
C FIND OVERALL AVERAGES
C
AASP = AVER (ASP, 88)
ASSP = AVER (SSP, 88)
AAAIR = AVER (AAIR, 88)
ASAIR = AVER (SAIR, 88)
c
c





~JR ITE (PR INT, 68) MISS, FLT, REFT, BBT, NS PEC, lltH·1E
WRITE (PRINT,65) (CNT(I), ASP(I),
* SSP(I), AAIR(I), SAIR(I), I • 1,88)
WRITE (PRINT,66) AASP, ASSP, AAAIR, ASAIR
WRITE (PRINT,68) MISS, FLT, REFT, BBT, NSPEC, NAME
CALL SPLOT (ASP, SSP, 0.0, 0.0, PRINT, 88, 91)
WRITE (PRINT,86)
WRITE (PRINT,68) MISS, FLT, REFT, 88T, NSPEC, NAME





COMPUTE ABSOLUTE INTERNAL RADIANCE




C GROUND ROCK EMITTANCE SPECTRUM C
C C
C C
C EMITTANCE IS FOUND BY RATIOING THE TARGET RADIANCE TO C
C A CALCULATED BLACKBODY RADIATOR AT THE SAME TEMPERATURE. C
C THE TARGET RADIANCE IS FOUND BY SUBTRACTING FROM THE C
C INTERNAL REFERENCE SPECTRUM AN OBSERVED ROCK SPECTRUM C







C COMPUTE RADIANCE FOR BLACKBODY AT TARGET TEMPERATURE
CALL ABSL (IRAD, BBT)
C
C READ IN SPECTRA AND COMPUTE TARGET RADIANCE
C
DO 41 I • 1,88
ASP (I) = 0.0
SSP (I) = 0.0
ARAD(I) • 0.0
SRAD(I) = 0.0
AEM (I) = 0.0
SEM (I) D 0.0
41 CONTINUE
C
00 42 I • 1,NMAX
READ (DISK,END-4S) DSK
DO 42 J = 1,88
SSP(J) • SSP(J) + RAW(J) ** 2
ASP(J) =ASP(J) + RAW(J)
C
C COMPUTE TARGET RADIANCE (T)
T = PLNK(J) - RAW(J) * AINS(J)
ARAD(J) • ARAD(J) + T
SRAD(J) = SRAD(J) + T*T
C COMPUTE EMITTANCE (TT)
TT • T/IRAD(J)
AEM(J) = AEM(J) + TT
SEM(J) = SEM(J) + TT ** 2
42 CONTINUE
C
45 NSPEC = I - 1
EN • NSPEC
C·
C FIND STANDARD DEVIATIONS
C
CALL SIGMA (ASP, SSP, EN, 88)
CAll SIGMA (ARAD, SRAD, EN, 88)
CALL SIGMA (AEM, SEM, EN, 88)
C
C FIND OVERALL AVERAGES
C
AASP = AVER (ASP, 88)
ASSP = AVER (SSP, 88)
AARAD = AVER (ARAD, 88)
ASRAD = AVER (SRAD, 88)
ASEM = AVER (SEM, 88)
AAEM = AVER (AEM, 88)
C






WRITE (PRINT,68) MISS, FLT, REFT, 88T, NSPEC, NAME
WRITE (PRINT,95) (CNT(I), ASP(I), SSP(I),
* ARAD(I), SRAD(I), AEM(I), SEM(I), I • 1,88)
WRITE (PRINT,96) AASP, ASSP, AARAD, ASRAD, AAEM, ASEM
WRITE (PRINT,68) MISS, FlT, REFT, 88T, NSPEC, NAME
CALL SPLOT (ASP, SSP, 0.0, 0.0, PRINT, 88, 91)
WRITE (PRINT,81)
WRITE (PRINT,68) MISS, FlT, REFT, 88T, NSPEC, NAME
CALL SPLOT (ARAD, SRAD, 0.0, 0.0, PRINT, 88, 91)
WRITE (PRINT,82)
WRITE (PRINT,68) MISS, FLT, REFT, 88T, NSPEC, NAME
CALL SPLOT (AEM, SEM, 0.0, 0.0, PRINT, 88, 91)
WRITE (PRINT,83)
GOTO 10








61 FORMATCIII' RSl0501 OPTION CODE INVALID')
62 FORMATCIIT54,'THEORETICAL NET IRRADIANCE')
63 FORMATCIIT50,'AVERAGED GROUND BLACKBODY SPECTRUM')
64 FORMATCIIT50,'INSTRUMENT RESPONSE CORRECTION FUNCTION')
65 FORMATC T20,'AVER SPECTRUM',T40,'STANDARD DEV',T60,'AVER "
~ 'AIRPATH',T80,'STANDARD DEV'IICI10,4E20.3»
66 FORMATCIITll,6E20.3)
67 FORMATCT23,'DIFFRAD',T40,'AVER SPECTRUM',T60,'STANDARD DEV',
~ T80,'INSTRANS',T100,'STANDARD DEV'IICI10,SE20.3»
68 FORMATC'1',T10,'MISSION',14,' FLIGHT ',11,' CALIBRATION. 'II
o T10,' INTERNAL REFERENCE TEMPERATURE IS',F4.0,' DEGREES'
* ,'CENTIGRADE.'/T10,'EXTERNAL TEMPERATURE IS',F4.0,
* 'DEGREES CENTIGRADE.'/T10,'USED',13,' SPECTRA -- ',8A4111
* )
69 FORMATC'lRSLOOll NORMAL END OF RUN')
81 FORMATCIIT54,'AVERAGED ROCK SPECTRUM')
82 FORMATCIIT60,'TARGET RADIANCE')
83 FORMATCIIT60,'EMITTANCE SPECTRUM')
86 FORMATCIIT47,'AVERAGED AIRBORNE BLACKBODY ,SPECTRUM')
87 FORMATCIIT51,'AIRPATH ABSORBSION SPECTRUM')
93 FORMATC'1',T10,'MISSION',14,' FLIGHT ',11,
* 'TEMPERATURE CONVERSION TABLE. 'II
* TIO, ' INTERNAL REFERENCE TEMPERATURE IS',F4.0,' DEGREES'
* ,'CENTIGRADE.'/T10,'EXTERNAL TEMPERATURE IS',F4.0,
* 'DEGREES CENTIGRADE.'/T10,'USED',13,' SPECTRA -- ',8A4111
* T13,'READING',T33,'TEMPERATURE')
94 FORMATCF17.0,F23.l)
95 FORMATCT10,'AVER SPECTRUM',T30,'STANDARD DEV',T50,'TARGET RAD',
* T70,'STANDARO DEV',T90,'EMITTANCE',T110,'STANDARD DEV'II
* CI4,E16.3,5E20.3»
96 FORMATCI14X,E16.3,5E2003)





C SPLOT -- SPECTRUM PLOT PROGRAM C
C C
C MEAN ARRAY CONTAINING AVERAGE SPECTRUM C
C SD ARRAY CONTAINING STANDARD DEVIATION OF SPECTRUM C
C MIN PLOT LEFT BOUND C
C MAX PLOT RIGHT BOUND C
C lOG UNIT ON WHICH PLOT IS WRITTEN (LRECL > 130) C
C NPT NUMBER OF POINTS IN ARRAYS (SIZE OF PLOT) C
C COUNT INITIAL SEQUENCE NUMBER C
C C




SUBROUTINE SPLaT (MEAN ,SD, MIN, MAX, LOG, NPT, COUNT)
INTEGER COUNT
REAL MIN, MAX, MEAN(NPT), SD(NPT)
REAL GRAPH(101), YCORD(11), XXXX/IXXXXI/, STAR/I.***I/, MARK,







IF (XMIN .LT. XMAX) GOTO 10
c
C FIND XMIN AND XMAX
C
XMIN = MEAN(l) - SD(l)
XMAX = MEAN(l) • SD(l)
DO 20 I • 2,NPTS
XMIN = AMIN1 (XMIN,MEAN(I)-SD(I»
XMAX = AMAX1 (XMAX,MEAN(I)+SD(I»
20 CONTINUE
FUDGE = .02 • (XMAX - XMIN)
XMAX = XMAX + FUDGE
XMIN = XMIN - FUDGE
C
10 DELTA = (XMAX - XMIN) / 100.
WRITE (LOG, 54) XMIN, XMAX, DELTA
C
C COMPUTE AND PRINT Y COORDINATES
C
YCORD(l) = XMIN
DO 30 ! = 2p ll





DO 50 I = 1,NPTS
C INITIALIZE GRAPH LINE.
C
MARK a BLANK
IF (MODCI,lO) .EQ. 0) MARK 1:1 DOT








C COMPUTE *,-,+ POSITIONS.
C
SM = MEAN(I) - XMIN
ISM 1:1 SM/OELTA + 0.5
ISO 1:1 50(1) / DELTA
ISl l:I ISM - ISO
ISH = ISM + ISO
IF (ISM .LT. 2) GOTO 45
LL = MINO (ISM-I, 101)




45 IF (ISH .GE. 1 .AND. ISH .LL 101) GRAPH(ISH) = PLUS
If (ISL .GE. 1 .AND. ISL .LE. 101) GRAPH(lSU 1:1 MINUS
IF (ISM .GL 1 .ANO. ISM .LL 101) GRAPH(IS~O 1:1 STAR
C
C
WR I TE (LOG, 53) MEAN( I), ICNT, GRAPH, ICNT
I crn 1:1 I CNT + 1
50 CONTINUE
C
\'/R ITE (LOG, 52)











1.3 Subroutines Irrad and~




C DEFINE BLACK BODY RADIANCE FUNCTION
RAD (T, \'1) = Cl 1 (PI * (EXP (C2 1 (\>1 * T» - 1.0) * \'J ** 5)
C
C COMPUTE NET IRRADIANCE
C
TEMPI = REFT + 273.
TEMP2 = BBT + 273.
DLAM = (LAM88 - LAMl) 1 87.0
W~J = LAMl
DO 21 I = 1,88
IRAD(I) a RAD(TEMPl,WW) - RAD(TEMP2,WW)




C COMPUTE ABSOLUTE RADIANCE
C
22
ENTRY ABSL (IRAD, TEMP)
TEMPI = TEMP + 273.
DLAM = (LAM88 - LAMl) 1 87.0
W\'1 = LA~ll
DO 22 I = 1,88
IRAD(I) = RADCTEMPl,WW)









c1.4 SubroutInes Teale, Aver~ ~ Sigma





DO 10 i = 1,30
READ (DISK,END=20) DSK
DO 10 J IS 1~88
ACC D ACC + RAW(J)
10 CONTINUE
e
20 EN = FLOAT(I-l) * 88




REAL FUNCTION AVER (A, N)
REAL A(N)
S 1:1 0.0
DO 10 i. = 1, N
10 S = S + A(I)
AVER = S / N
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE SIGMA (MEAN, SO, EN, NPT)
REAL MEAN(NPT), SD(NPT)
DO 10 I 1:1 1,NPT
50(1) = SQRT «50(1) - MEAN(I)**2/EN) / (EN-1.0»






C PROGRAM PREP -- SPECTRUM PRE-PROCESSOR C
C C
C PROGRAM DESCRIPTION C
C C
C PREP READS RAW SPECTRAL DATA IN 1969 NASA FORMAT AND C
C OUTPUTS SPECTRA WITHIN GIVEN TIME LIMITS IN STANDARD C
C FORMAT COMPATIBLE \'JITH PROGRA~1 TASK. PRINTED OUTPUT C
C CONSISTS OF THE IDENTIFICATION HEADER ASSOCIATED WITH C
C EACH OUTPUT SPECTRUM, THE RECORDING TIME IN THE FORM C
C HH:MM:SS.MSEC, THE MINIMUM, MAXIMUM, AND AVERAGE RADIOMETER C
C READING, AND THE S-rANDARD DEVIATION FOR THE NINE C
C RADIOMETER SAMPLES. THE AVERAGE RAW SPECTRUM, ALONG WITH C
C THE STANDARD DEVIATION FOR EACH COUNTER POINT IS PRINTED C
C AND PLOTTED FOR EACH GROUP OF SPECTRA PROCESSED. C
C C
C RECORD FORMATS C
C C
C THE FIRST TWELVE BYTES ARE IDENTICAL IN BOTH FORMATS, C
C THESE REPRESENT THE IDENTIFICATION PART OF THE SPECTRUM C
C (8 BYTES) AND THE TIME OF DAY IN ELAPSED MILLISECONDS. C
C NEXT COME THE SPECTROMETER DATA POINTS (88) IN HALFWORD C
C INTEGERS ON THE TAPE, AND FULLWORD FLOATING POINT ON THE C
C OUTPUT FilES. LAST COMES THE CALIBRATION HALFWORDS. THE C
C FIRST NINE OF THESE ARE RADIOMETER READINGS. C
C C
C TEMPERATURE VAR;ANCE C
C C
C SPECTRA WHOSE TEMPERATURE VARIANCE IS GREATER THAN A C
C GIVEN LIMIT ARE NOW BYPASSED (2/9/71). A NAMELIST C
C MUST PRECEDE THE CONTROL CARDS OF THE FORM: C
C &PARMS TEMP=NNN., &END, WHERE NNN IS IN MILLIVOLTS. C
C C
C DECK SETUP C
C C
C RR UU AA AA AAAAA ZZ ZZ ZZZZZ TTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTT C
C C
C R RAMP CODE (OQ=UP, 01=DOWN) C
C U OUTPUT UNIT NUMBER (A DO CARD MUST BE SUPPLIED) C
C A START TIME IN HH MM SSTTT FORMAT C
C Z STOP TIME IN SAME ~CRMAT C
C T THE REST OF THE CARD MAY CONTAIN A TITLE FOR THE C
C PRINTED OUTPUT. C
C ANY NUMBER OF INPUT CARDS MAY BE USED BUT THE TIMES C
C ~1UST APPEAR IN INCREASItJG ORDER TO AVOID REREADING THE C
C INPUT DATASET. C
C C
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC
INTEGER CARD/5/, PRINT/6/, DISK, NMAX/88/, RMAX/9/
INTEGER AH, AM, AS, ZH, ZM, ZS, HR, MN, MS, TITLE(8)
INTEGER BEGIN, END, LAST, TIME/O/, DUMMY/O/
INTEGER NAME(2)/' UP', 'DOWN'/, DATE(S)
INTEGER*2 INBlJF(150), HEADER(6), RAD(3S), RAMP
INTEGER*2 MISDAY, LINRUN, SITUNS, ERRAMP,
* MIS, DAY, LIN, RUN, SIT, UNS, ERR
REAL SPECT(88), ASP(88)p SSP(88), RSP(88), ZERO(88)/88*O.O/











C DEFINE MILLISECOND CONVERSION FORMULA








C GET DAY DATE & TIME
CALL DATER (DATE)
C
C READ CONTROL CARD
10 READ (CARD,51,END=99) RAMP,DISK,AH,AM,AS,ZH,Z~l,ZS,TITLE
INM1E = RAHP+l
ICNT = 1
IF (RAMP .EQ. 0) ICNT = 91
WRITE (PRINT,51) NAME(INAME),AH,AM,AS,ZH,ZM,ZS,TITLE,DATE
C
C CONVERT TO MILLISECONDS
BEGIN = MSEC (AH,AM,AS)
END = MSEC (ZH,ZM,ZS)
C
C CHECK FOR ERRORS




19 DO 20 i = 1,NMAX
ASP(I) = 0.0
SSP(I) = 0.0











C INPUT READ LOOP
C
30 CALL RDNASA (INBUF, IEOT)
IF (IEOT .EQ. 1) GOTO 40
NREAD = NREAD + 1
C
C CHECK FOR ERROR AND WRONG RAMP AT SAME TIME
IF (ERRAMP .NE. RAMP) GOTO 30
c
C CHECK FOR WITHIN TIME LIMITS
15 IF (TIME .LT. BEGIN) GOTO 30
iF (Tlt~E .GT. END) GO TO 50
C
C SPECTRUM FOUND WITHIN RANGE
NSPEC = NSPEC + 1
c
C UNPACK HEADER
CALL UNPACK (MISDAY, MIS, DAY)
CAL I UI·j F' Ar. K (L INRU~J.. LIN, RUN)











DO 45 I = 1,RflAX
R = RAD(I)
RHIGH = AMAXI (RHIGH,R)
RLO\·' = Af>iINl (RLOH,R)
ARAD = ARAD + R
45 CONT I ~lllE
SRAn = RHIGH - RLOW
GHI I] H = M1AX1 (G HIGH, RHIGH)
GLOW = AMINI (GLOW,RLOW)
ARAO = ARAD/RRMAX
AARAO = AARAD + ARAD
ASRAD = ASRAD + SRAD
~ WRITE SPECTRUM AND RAO INFO
WRITE (PRINT,63) NSPEC, MIS, DAY, LIN, RUN, SIT, RAMP,
.,. HR, r1N p MS, RLo\-!, RHIGH, ARAO, SRAD
C
C CHECK FOR UNACCEPTAB LE TH1PERATURE VAR IArICE
IF (SRAD .LE. TEMP) GOTO 31





31 00 60 I = I,NMAX
SPECT(I) = INBUF(I~6)
ASP(I) = ASP(I) + SPECT(I)
SSP(I) = SSP(I) + SPECT(I) ** 2
60 CONTINUE
C
C WRITE OUTPUT RECORD
IF (DISK .NE. 0) WRITE (DISK) HEADER, DUMMY, SPECT, RAD
GOTO 30
C
C END OF READ LOOP
SO RNSP = NSPEC
AARAD = AARAD / RNSP
ASRAD = ASRAD / RNSP
NSPEC = NSPEC - NDEL
IF (NSPEC .LT. 2) WRITE (PRINT,62)
IF (tlSPEC .LT. 2) GOTO 10
\IJRiTE (PRINT,,8S)
WRITE (PRINT,79) GLOW, GHIGH, AARAD, ASRAD
C
C WRITE OUT AVERAGED SPECTRA, STANDARD DEV, AND REL ERROR
WRITE (PRINT,61) NAME(INAME),AH,AM,AS,ZH,ZM,ZS,TITLE,DATE
WRITE (PRINT,6S) NSPEC
IF (RAMP .EQ. 0) WRITE (PRINT,81)
IF (RAMP .EQ. 1) WRITE (PRINT,82)
CALL TABLE (ASP, SSP" NMAX, NSPEC, ICNT, PRINT, 'RELATIVE')
C
C PLOT AVERAGED SPECTRUM
WRITE (PRINT,61) NAME(INAME),AH,AM,AS,ZH,ZM,ZS,TITLE,DATE
WRITE (PRINT,6S) NSPEC
iF (RAMP .EQ. 0) WRITE (PRINT,81)
iF (RAMP .EQ. 1) WRITE (PRINT,82)
CALL SPLOT (ASP, SSP, 0.0, 0.0, PRINT, 88, ICNT)
WRITE (PRINT,84)
C PLOT STANDARD DEVIATION
WRITE (P RI NT, 61) NM1 E( INM~E) , AH , At1, AS, ZH, ZM, ZS, TIT LE, [) ATE
WRITE (PRINT,65) ~fSPEC
IF (RAMP .EQ. 0) WRITE (PRINT,81)
IF (RAMP .EQ. 1) WRITE (PRINT,82)














61. FORMAT('l',A4,' RAMP SPECTRUM GROUP (',2(12,lX), 15,' TO "
* 2(12,lX),15,') CALLED ',13A4)
62 FORMAT(///' RSl0201 INSUFFICIENT RECORDS -- GROUP BYPASSED')
63 FORMAT(10X,17,3X,617,5X,213,16,3X,3F10.0,F10.1)
64 FORMAT(//20X,'MISSION',4X,'DAY',3X,'lINE',4X,'RUN',3X,'SITE',
* 3X, , RM,1 P' , 7X, 'T H'I E' , 9X, 2X, , l 0H RAD' , 3X, , HIGH RAD' , 3X,
* 'AVER RAD',3X,'DEL RAD'/)
65 FORt-tAT(' NUr·IBER OF SPECTRA IN GROUP:', 14)
66 FORMAT(' RSl0011 NORMAL END OF RUN')
67 FORMAT(///' RSL0321 TIMES NOT SPECIFIED IN INCREASING ORDER'/
* 'RSl0321 ',20A4)
68 FORMAT(' ORSL030 I DATA EXHAUSTED -- E~!D OF GROUP NOT FOUND')
69 FORf.lAT('lRSlOOOI ',15,' RECORDS READ')
71 FORMAT('.',T130,'<=')
79 FORMAT(/72X,'GROUP: ',3F10.0,F10.1)
81' FORMAT(' COUNTERS RANGE FROM 6.8 TO 13.4 MICRONS')
82 FORMAT(' COUNTERS RANGE FROM 13.4 TO 6.8 MICRONS')
83 FORMAT(//T53,'PlOT OF STANDARD DEVIATION')
84 FORMAT(//T57,'PlOT OF GROUP MEAN')





C SUBPROGRAM TABLE C
C C
C TH E ROUT I ~l E COMPUTES ANO PR I NTS THE MEAN, ST MIOARD C
C DEV IAT IOtJ, MlO RELAT IVE ERROR OF EACH COUNTER PO INT INC
C A CiROUP OF SPECTRA. C
C C
C AVG A VECTOR CONTAINING THE SUM OF THE SPECTRA C
C THE SPECTRU~ MEAN IS RETURNED IN AVG. C
C SD A VECTOR CONTAINING THE SUM OF THE SPECTRA snUARfD C
C THE SPECTRUt·\ STAtWARD DEV IS RETURN ED I tl SD. C
C nrT THE NUMBER OF COUNTER POINTS C
C NSPCT THE NUMBER OF SPECTRA IN THE GROUP C
C TH IS NUt-18 ER HUST t1UST DE GREATER THAN 1 C
C ICNT THE INITIAL COUNTER POINT SEQUENCE NUMBER C
C PRINT PRINTER UNIT NUMBER C
C MODE 'RELATIVE' FOR RELATIVE ERROR C





SUBROUTINE TABLE (AVG, SO, NPT, NSPCT, INCT, PRINT, MODE)
REAL AVG(NPT), SO(NPT), RE(100)




SQRTN = SQRT (EN)
DO 10 I = 1,NPT
50(1) = SQRT «50(1) - AVG(I)**2/EN) I (EN - 1.0»
AVG(I) = AVG(I) I EN
RE(I) = SO(I) I SQRTN
IF (MODE(l) .EQ. REL) RE(I) = RE(I) I AVG(I)
10 CONTINUE
C
C FIND OVERALL AVERAGES
AAVG = AVER (AVG, NPT)
ASD = AVER (SD, NPT)




00 20 I = 1,NPT
WRITE (PRINT,61) Ie, AVG(I), So(I), RE(I)
IC = iC + 1
20 CONTINUE





62 FORMAT (/T13,'MEAN' ,2F20.2,F20.5)




SUBROUTINE XLATE (TIME, HMS)
INTEGER TIME, HMS(3)
C
C TRANSLATE FROM ELAPSED MSEC TO HH:MM:SS.MSEC FORMAT
C
C
HMS(l) = TIME / 3600000
HMS(2) = MOD (TIME/60000,60)




























































PROVIDE STANDARD OS LINKAGE
GIVE CSECT NAME, SAVEAREA








SAVE POINTER TO CALLERS SA
POINT TO CURRENT SA
PLANT LINK TO CURRENT SA
PLANT LINK TO HIGHER SA
BRANCH AROUND SAVEAREA
ALLOCATE SAVEAREA
TEST FOR SUCCESSFUL nPE~
DCB ADDR / BRANCH ADDR
TEST OPEN BIT













SUBROUTINE RDNASA (DATA, IEOT)
OUTPUT HALFWORD ARRAY USED BY FORTRAN PROGRAMS.
SET TO ONE ON END OF FILE READS.










* THIS ROUTINE READS SPECTRUM DATA RECORDS IN THE 1969 NASA *
* FORMAT (SEE DSECT). IT MOVES THE RAW DATA INTO THE *
* MAIN PROGRAM BUFFER AND CLIPS THE FIRST TWO SPECTROMETER *
* POINTS. THE CLIP IS TO CORRECT FOR THE TWO COUNTER POINT *
'* ASYMMETRY BETWEEN UP AN~ DOWN RAMP RECORDS. *
* *
'* UP RAtv1P •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• *
'* DOWN RA~'PI •••• 0 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • *











SR IEOT, I EOT
VALUE OF IEOT
ADDRESS OF IEOT
GET BASE ADDRESS OF DATA













NASA DO CARD MISSING'
*READ GET NASA LOCATE A RECORD
LA 1,4(0,1) SKIP RECORD CONTROL WORD.












































LA IEOT,l SET END OF FILE INDICATOR


































TITLE 'STANDARD FORMAT USED BY TASK/PREP/PROC'
STANDRD DSECT
STDRCW OS F RECORD CONTROL WORD
STD~lI SS DS X r·lI SS ION
STDDAY OS X DAY
STDLINE OS X LI NE
STDRUN OS X RUN
STDSITE OS X SITE
srDUNUS OS X UNUSED
STDERR OS X ERROR INDICATOR
STDRAMP OS X RAMP CODE
STDTiME OS F TI~1E I ~J ELAPSED ~.., ILL ISECONDS
STDDUM~1Y OS F TASK PROCESSliJG HISTORY
STDSPECT OS 88F FLOATI"JG POinT SPECTRAL DATA
STORM) OS 35H INTEGER RADIOMETER DATA
































POINT TO FIRST ARG
POINT TO SECOND ARG
POINT TO THIRD ARG
PICK UP FIRST ARG
GET A BYTE
STORE THIRD ARG















THIS IS AN ADAPTATION OF ZELLER'S CONGRUENCE
SUBROUTINE DATER (AREA) -- RETURNS DAY, DATE, AND TIME




THREE CHARACTER DAY OF THE WEEK
DATE IN THE FORM MM/DD/YY





















EQU C' ( ,
EQU c' ) ,































SAVE TIME AND DATE
UNPACK TIME
UN PACK TH1E
SET HIGHORDER BYTES TO ZERO
CONVERT YY.DDD TO BINARY
CLEAR FOR DIVIDE
R4 = DDD R5 = YY
TEST FOR LEAP YEAR
SKIP IF NOT LEAP YEAR
MODIFY FOR LEAP YEAR
SET TO FiMD MONTH
SUBTRACT UNTIL NOT PLUS
MONTH FOUND










































































ADJUST DAY OF MONTH NUMBER
MONTH NUMBER IN R6 (0-11)
TEST FOR JAN OR FEB
THIS IS REQUIRED BY ZELLER
DECREASE YEAR BY 1
PUT YEAR (0-99) IN R9
CLEAR FOR DIVIDE
FIND FLOOR (YEAR/4)
MONTH NUMBER IN R8
NEED HALFworD OFFSET
ADD FIRST AND FOURTH TERM
ADD DAY (1-31)
ADD IN YEAR (0-~9)
/\DO FIPST CEtlTUP.Y TERM
I ~1 CASE OF NEGAT IVE SU~1
FIND DAY OF THE WEEK
NEED FULLWORD OFFSET
DO IT THE PL/1 WAY
GET ADDRESS OF DAY NAME
PLANT 1M RETURN AREA
UNPACK YEAR (0-99)
MOVE TO CORRECT AREA
MOVE IN SLASH
GET DAY INTO PACKED DEC
UNPACK DAY OF THE MONTH
STICK IN VALID ZONE
MOVE IN SLASH
USE ONE-ORIGIN MONTH
GET MONTH INTO PACKED DEC
UNPACK MONTH OF THE YEAR
STICK IN VALID ZONE
CLEAR UNPK GARBAGE
RETURN TO CALLER





PLI MUST BE LOW HALF OF DBLE WD
PLI
PL2











BYTE,O EXECUTE FOR LEAP YEAR TEST











































































































OUTPUT MESSAGES, TABLES, AND PLOTS.
OUTPUT FILE FOR INDIVIDUAL SPECTRA
OUTPUT FILE FOR AVERAGED SPECTRA
INPUT DATASETS
INPUT BLACKBODY REFERENCE SPECTRUM
PROGRAM PROC -- SEPTEMBER 1970
STANFORD REMOTE SENSING LABORATORY
THIS PROGRAM READIES SELECTED IR SPECTRA FOR STATISTICAL
ANALYSIS. THE DATA ARE RATIOED TO A BLACKBODY, NORMALIZED
AND INVERTED. INDIVIDUAL AND AVERAGED SPECTRA ARE SAVED
IN CARD IMAGE FORMAT ON SEPARATE FILES AFTER PROCESSING.
ALTHOUGH THERE MAY BE ANY NUMBER OF INPUT DATASETS, ALL








INPUT SPECTRA '·1UST BE IN "STANDARD" FORHAT. THIS MEANS
THAT THE DATA WAS PRODUCED BY EITHER TASK OR PREP.
THE BLACKBODY DATA MUST BE PRE-AVERAGED AND IS USUALLY
GENERATED BY PROGRAM AVERAGE AND SAVED ON DISK.
CARD OUTPUT CONSISTS OF AN IOENTIFICATION CARD,
FOLLOWED BY THE DATA IN 8F9.4 FORMAT.
PRINTED OUTPUT CONSISTS OF LISTINGS AND PLOTS OF THE
AVERAGEO DATA AFTER PROCESSING.
THE CONTROL CARDS CONTAIN A UNIT NUMBER IN COLUMNS 4 AND
AND A DESCRIPTIVE N~~E FOR THE DATA IN COLUMNS 31 - 70.












































C NAMELIST PARAMETERS C
C C
C THESE VARIABLES MAY BE ALTERED USING THE &PARMS NAMELIST. C
C THE NAMELIST MUST BE PRESENT AND MUST BE THE FIRST DATA C
C IN THE INPUT STREAM. IT IS FOLLOWED BY A CARD CONTAINING C
C A DESCRIPTION OF THE PROCESSING, WHICH APPEARS ON THE C
C PRINTED OUTPUT. AFTER THIS COMES THE CONTROL CARDS. C
C C
C VARIABLE FUNCTION I DEFAULT C
,e ----------------------------------------------- c
C PSZ PLOT WIDTH I 2.0 C
C S~100TH S~100TH ING S\"/ ITCH I. TRUE. C
C ICARDS INDIV CAnos SWITCH I .TRUE. C
C ACARDS AVERAGE CARDS SHI TCH I . TRUE. r.
r. LIST DATA LISTING S\'JITCH I .TRUE. C
C PLOT PLOT SW ITCH I . TRUE. C
C StlTYPE Sr-100THltIG TYPE I -9 C
C BODY BLACKBODY U~,' IT jto. I 99 C
C NCLIP NO. OF POINTS CLIPPED I 18 C
C CNT INITIAL SEQUENCE NO. I 91 C






INTEGER CARD/5/, PRINT/5/, IOUT/7/, AOUT/S/, BODY/99/, DATE(S)
INTEGER CNT/91/, NCLIP/1S/, SMTYPE/-9/, IER/O/
INTEGER NAME(8), HEAD(2), TIME, DISK, HMS(3), HMS2(3), BES(IS)
REAL RAW(88), ASP(88), SSP(SS), DSK(92), BLB(92), PSZ/2.0/
EQUIVALENCE (DSK(I), HEAD(I», (DSK(3), THIE)
LOGICAL*1 SMOOTH/.TRUE./, ICARDS/.TRUE./, ACARDS/.TRUE./,
* LIST /.TRUE. /, PLOT /.TRUE./
C
C
C DEFINE NAMELIST PARAMETERS
NAMELIST /PARMS/ PSZ, SMOOTH, ICARDS, ACARDS, LIST, PLOT,
* SMTYPE, BODY, NCLIP, CNT, CARD
C





CNT = CNT + NCLIP
NMAX = 88 - 2*NCLIP
C READ DESCRIPTOR
READ (CARD, 52) DES
WRITE (PRINT,53) DES
C
C GET DAY DATE & TIME
CALL DATER (DATE)
C
C READ & CLIP BLACKBODY, IGNORE FOUR WORD HEADER
READ (BODY) BLB
DO 12 I = 1,NMAX
12 BlB(I) = BLB(I+4+NCLIP)
C
C
C READ CONTROL CARD
15 READ (CARD,51,END=44) DISK, NAME
C





C READ AND PROCESS SPECTRA
DO 30 I = 1,10000
READ (DISK,END=3I) DSK
IF (I .EQ. 1) ITIME = TIME
C
C CLIP SPECTRUM, IGNORE FOUR WORD HEADER
DO 13 J = 1, Nt~AX
13 RAW(J) = DSK(J+4+NClIP)
C
C RATIO SPECTRUM
DO 26 J = 1,Nt~AX
26 RAW(J) = RAW(J) / BLB(J)
C
C SMOOTH SPECTRA
IF (SMOOTH) CALL SM (RAW, NMAX, IER, SMTYPE)





17 CALL NORM (RAW, NMAX)
C
C INVERT SPECTRUM
DO 27 J = 1,NMAX
Z7 RAW(J) = -RAW(J)
~7
C SUM RESULT
DO 25 J = 1,N~4AX
ASP(J) = ASP(J) + RAW(J)
SSP(J) = SSP(J) + RAW(J) ** 2
25 CONTI NUE
C
C OUTPUT INDIVIDUAL SPECTRUM
CALL XLATE (TIME, HMS)
IF (ICARDS) WRITE (IOUT,71) HEAD,HMS,NAME,I,(RAW(J),J=l,NMAX)
PLOT RESULTS
IF (PLOT) WRITE(PRINT,62) NAME,HEAD,DATE,NSPECT,HMS2,HMS,DES
IF (PLOT) CALL SPLOT (ASP, SSP, -PSZ, PSZ, PRINT, NMAX, CNT)
OUTPUT AVERAGED SPECTRUM AND STANDARD DEVIATION
IF (ACARDS) WRITE (AOUT,71) HEAD, H~lS2, NAME, NSPECT,
(ASP(J),J=l,NMAX)
IF (ACARDS) WRITE (AOUT,71) HEAD, HMS, NAME, NSPECT,
(SSP(J),J=I,NMAX)
READ NEXT CONTROL CARD
GOTO 15






C EOF ON SPECTRUM INPUT
31 NSPECT = I - 1
IF (NSPECT .LT. 2) WRITE (PRINT,69) NAME
IF (NSPECT .LT. 2) GOTO 15
CALL XLATE (ITIt1E, HMS2)
PRINT RESULTS
IF (LIST) WRITE(PRINT,62) NAME,HEAD,DATE,NSPECT,HMS2,HMS,DES



















62 FORMAT(////'1UP RAMP SPECTRUM GROUP CALLED -- ',SA4,5X,2Z10,8X,
* 5A4/' i.JUMBER OF SPECTRA II~ GROUP:',13/
* ' REcon 0 ED FRor·l' , 2 I 3, I6,' TO', 2 I3, I 6, , • ' / 1 X, 1 ($ A4 / )
66 FORnI\TC/////'1f1SL0011 IJORt,IAL EtlD OF RUN')
67 FORt1AT( 'lRSL010 I SMOOTH I NG PARAMETER I t·1VAL 10')
69 FOR~'AT(/ / / / /' 1RSL020 I I t·1SUFF ICI ENT RECORDS -- GROUP BYPASSED' /
'* 'RSL0201 ',8A4)
. C
C THIS IS THE CARD OUTPUT FORMAT
71 FORMAT(2Z10,lX,213,16,lX,8A4,14/(8F9.4»
END
. 302 Subroutine ;'!orm




DO 10 I = l,N
SU~1 = SUM + A( I )
SQS = SQS + A(I) ** 2
10 CONTINUE
EN = N
SQS = SQRT ((SQS - SUM ** 2 / EN) / (EN - 1.0»
SUM = SUM / EN
DO 20 I = l,N





SUBROUTINE SM (NDATA, H, IER, NMP)
C
C SMOOTHING SUBROUTINE WRITTEN BY J.R. MOORE
C
C NDATA=INPUT SPECTRUM & OUTPUT SMOOTHED SPECTRUM
C N=NUMBER OF POINTS
C IER=ERROR MESSAGE--O IF OK, -1 IF NOT
C NMP=SMOOTHING TYPE
REAL NDATA(100),MDATA(100),NP(20)








20 MDATA( I )=rJDATA( I)
DO 10 1=2, tJNP
J=I-1
10 NP(I)=NDATA(J)






IF(NMP.lT.O) GO TO 100
GO TO (300,900,900,900,101,900,102,900,103,900,104,900,
1401,900,900,900,402),NNP

























1,1[) ATA C I +1 ) = SW-1 / 3
GO TO 200
104 Sur,1 =- 3li * (fJP( 1 ) +!J P( 11 ) ) +9*( t~ P( 2 ) +t·! P( 10 ) ) +44 * 0.1 P( 3 ) +tJr ( 9 ) ) +
1 69 * ( tJ P( 4 ) +tl P( 8 ) ) +84*( tJ P( S ) +f.I P( 7 ) ) +:3 9*NP( 6 )

















C RETURN MDATA I tJ NDATA
DO 500 t = 1, t·1









C PROGRAM DISCARD C
C DELETE TRAINING SPECTRA WHOSE DISTANCE FROM THE GROUP C
C MEAN IS UNACCEPTABLE C
'C C
C C
C DDNAME I PURPOSE I VARIABLE NAME C
C ---------------~-------------------------------------- --------CC FT06F001 I LISTING FILE PRINT C
C FT05F001 I CONTROL CARD FILE CARD C
C FT10F001 I OUTPUT SPECTRA FILE OUTPUT C
C FT03F001 I INDIVIDUAL SPECTRA INPUT FILE INDIV C
C FT04F001 I AVERAGE SPECTRUM INPUT FILE AVER C
C C
C C
C THE ABOVE DDNM'IES MAY BE ALTERED US I NG THE &PARt·1S NAMEL ISTC
C AND THE REJECTION LEVEL IS ENTERED BY GIVING "LIMIT" C




INTEGER PRINT/5/, CARD/5/, OUTPUT/10/, INOIV/3/, AVER/4/
INTEGER FLAG, NAME(8), TIME(3)
REAL SPECT(52), ASP(52), LIMIT
REAL*8 WORD(2) /' ','REJECTED'/
C
C DEFINE NAMELIST





C READ NAME, NUMBER OF SPECTRA, AVERAGE SPECTRUM
READ (AVER,51,END=88) NAME, NSPEC, ASP
WRITE (PRINT,61) NAME
C READ INDIVIDUAL SPECTRA
ICNT = 0
DO 20 I = I,NSPEC
READ (lNDIV,52,END=77> TH1E, NAME, ISEQ, SPECT
TALLY = 0.0
DO 15 J = 1,52
15 TALLY = TALLY + (SPECT(J) - ASP(J» ** 2
C
FLAG = 2
iF (TALLY .GT. LH~IT) GOTO 17
C
C WRITE ACCEPTABLE SPECTRUM
HRITE (OUTPUT, 52) TIME, NAME, ISEQ, SPEcr
I CNT = ICNT + 1
FLAG = 1
C
17 WRITE (PRINT,63) ISEQ, TIME, TALLY, WORD(FLAG)
20. CONTINUE
C
C GO READ NEXT GROUP
\'JRITE (PRINT,62) LIMIT, ICNT
GOTO 10
C











62 FORMAT (///T40,'TOLERANCE',F5.0,' lEAVES',13,' SPECTRA.')
63 FORMAT (T38,14,')',14,IX,12,16,FI0.4,3X,A8)
66 FORMAT (' lRSLOO 11 NORMAL END OF RUN')





C PROGRAM TRKLOAD -- TRUCK TAPE TO DISK C
C C
C THIS PROGRAM READS TRUCK TAPES AND CREATES TWO OUTPUT FILES. C
C DATA RECORDS ARE STORED IN A DIRECT ACCESS DATASET, AND C
C iDENTIFICATION RECORDS ARE STORED IN A SEQUENTIAL DATASET C
C WITH POINTERS TO THE CORRESPONDING DATA. C
C C
C SPECTAPE DDNAME OF TRUCK TAPE. C
C NO DCB PARAMETERS REQUIRED. C
C DIRECT DDNAME OF DATA OUTPUT FILE. C
C DCB=(DSORG=DA,BLKSIZE=204) C
C FTI0FOOI DDNAME OF IDENTIFICATION FILE. C
C DCB=(RECFM=FB,LRECL=40,BLKSIZE=3520) C
C FT06FOO 1 DDNAME OF IDENT! FICAT! ON LI ST! NG FILE. C
C FT04FOOI DDNAME OF DATA LISTING FILE. C
C FT05FOOI DDNAME OF PARAMETER INPUT FILE. C





INTEGER KEY/l/, COUNT/Of, PRINT/6/, INDEX/10/, DUMP/4/, LRECL
INTEGER ERRCNT/10/,CARD/5/,NERR/0/,NIDS/0/,NINV/0/,NREAOS/O/
INTEGER JUt-1P, DATE< 5), I, J, K, L, M, N
INTEGER DTLEN, IDLEN/20/, DTSIZ/48/
LOGICAL LIST /.FALSE./, TERR /.FALSE./
DIMENSION SAVEID(6)
C
C RDTRK COMMON DEFINITION
COMMON /TDATA/ INPA(ZOO),IDENT(6),SPECT(48),RADIO(48),MULT(6)
C
C DEFINE DIGITIZED (0,1023) TO DECIVOLTS (-100,100) FORMULA
DVOLT(RAW) = (200*RAW - 102300) / 1023
C
t DEFINE AND READ NAMELIST
NM1ELlST /PARMS/ ERRC"T, LIST, TERR




DTLEN = DTSIZ*4 + 12





ASSIGN 11 TO JUMP
C11 CAll RDTRK (LRECL)
NREADS = NREADS + 1
IF (lRECL .EQ. IOLEN) GOTO 12
IF (LRECl .LT. 0) GOTO 80
iF (lRECL .EQ. 0) STOP
BUFL = LRECl/2
WRITE (PRINT,61) NREAOS, LRECL, (INPA(J), J = I,BUFU
NINV = NINV + 1
GOTO 11
C
12 DO 10 I = 1,6
10 SAVEiD(I) = IDENT(I)
SAVKEY = KEY
C
C READ INPUT TAPE
ASSIGN 20 TO JUMP
20 CALL RDTRK (LRECL)
NREADS = NREADS + 1
C
IF (LRECl .EQ. DTlEN) GOTO 30
IF (LRECL • EQ. I DlEN) GOTO 40
IF (LRECl • EQ. 0) GOTO 50
IF (LRECl • LT. 0) GOTO 80
C
C BAD LRECL, IGNORE RECORD
N!NV = NINV + 1
BUFl = LRECL/2
WRITE (PRINT,6l> NREADS, LRECL, (INPA(J), J = I,BUFU
WR ITE (PR I NT, 67)
GOTO 20
C
C DATA RECORD FOUND
30 DO 31 M = 1,DTSIZ
SPECT(M) = DVOlT(SPECT(M»
31 RADIO(M) = DVOlT(RADIO(M»
DO 32 M = 1,6
32 MULT(M) = DVOLT(MULT(M»
C
CALL DAlOAD (SPECT, KEY)
IF (.NOT. LIST) GOTO 49
C
WRITE (DUMP,72) KEY, (SPECT(N), N = 1,DTSIZ)
WRITE (DUMP,73) (RADIO(N), N = 1,DTSIZ)
WRITE (DUMP,74) MULT
C
49 KEY = KEY + 1
COUNT = COUNT + 1
GOTO 20
C IDENTIFICATION RECORD FOUND
40 IF (COUNT .NE. 0) GOTO 47
C
C IDENTIFICATION RECORD CONTAINS NO DATA
WRITE (PRINT,62) SAVEID
NINV = NINV + 1
GOlO 45
C
C WRiTE IDENTICATION RECORD
47 NIDS = NIDS + 1
WRITE (INDEX,66) SAVEID, SAVKEY, COUNT




45 DO 46 I = 1,6
46 SAVEID(I) = IDENT(I)
GOTO 20
C
C END OF FILE EXIT
50 iF (COUNT .NE. 0) GOTO 48
C
C IDENTIFICATION RECORD CONTAINS NO DATA
WRITE (PRINT,62) SAVEID
NINV = NINV + 1
GOTO 60
c
C WRITE FINAL IDENTIFICATION RECORD
48 NIDS = NiDS + 1
WRITE (INDEX,66) SAVEID, SAVKEY, COUNT
WRiTE (PRINT,64) NIDS, SAVEID, SAVKEY, COUNT
60 NREADS = NREADS - 1
KEY = KEY - 1
WRITE (PRINT,63) NREADS, NIDS, KEY, NINV, NERR
IF (LIST) WRITE (DUMP,63) NREADS, NIDS, KEY, NINV, NERR
STOP
C
C READ ERROR ROUTINE
80 WRITE (PRINT,69) NREADS, (INPA(J), J = 1,160)
NERR = NERR + 1
IF (NERR .lE. ERRCNT) GOTO JUMP, (11, 20)
C




61 FORMAT(///' RSl0421 RECORD',IS,' INVAlID',14,' BYTES'//
* (' RSl0421',16Z6»
62 FORMAT(//I'RSl0401 IDENTIFICATION RECORD CONTAINS NO DATA'/I
* 'RSl0401 DAY IS ',19/
* 'RSl0401 T1r-.1E IS ',313/
* 'RSl0401 SM1PlE IS',191
* ' RS l040 I SITE IS', 191/ I)
63 FORMAT('lRSlOOOI',16,' RECORDS READ'/
* ' RSlOOOI',16,' IDENTIFICATION RECORDS SAVED'/
* ' RSlOOOI',IG,v DATA RECORDS SAVED'/
* ' RSlOOOI',I6,' INVALID RECORDS FOUND'/
* • RSlOOOI',16,' PERMANENT READ ERRORS'//
* ' RS lOO 11 t10Rr'1Al END OF RU N' )
64 FORMAT(TlS,14,') DAY =',14,'; TIME =',313,'; SAMPLE =',
* 14,'; SITE =',14,'; START =',15,'; COUNT =',13)
65 FORMAT('I',T3S,'IDENTIFICATION RECORDS SAVED ON ',5A4/1)
66 FORMAT(SIS)
67 FORMAT(/III)
69 FORMAT(/II' RSl0441 RECORD NO',IS,' PERMANENT READ ERROR'//
* 10(' RSl0441',16Z6/)///)
71 FORMAT(/II' RSl0461 I/O ERROR COUNT EXCEEDED ',IS,
* ' RECORDS READ')
72 FORMAT('1',T32,'RECORD NO.',15///' SPECTROMETER DATA'/1(8IIO»
73 FORMAT(//II' RADIOMETER nATA'I/(SIlO»

































































CONVERT FROM PACKED BCD
TO HALFWORD INTEGER







PICK UP BCD HALFWORD
CLEAR TH~P
GET RIG~T HALF OF TENS DIGIT






CONVERT FROM SG CODE TO 1*2
TO/FROf1 ARE HALFWOROS
PICK UP DATA




































(I&MF I EQ 'L').LIST
( I &MF I EQ 'E'). XEQ
• ERROR
(I&ARG I EQ II).ERROR















WRITE TO OPERATOR MACRO
WRITE LIMIT NUMBER OF TIMES
GO SET UP MESSAGE AREA
GO PRINT OUT MESSAGE AREA
MACRO FOR~~ ERROR










DEFINE WTO MESSAGE AREA
LABEL SYMBOL NEEDED
BYTE COUNT NEEDED
GET ON A FULLWORD BOUNDARY
DEFINE MESSAGE LENGTH FOR OS
REQUIRED BY OS
























SIZE IN BYTES OF CURRENT RECORD, SET TO ZERO
ON EOF READS.
DDNAME FOR INPUT DATA SET









*COMMON /TDATA/ INPA(200), IDENT(6), SPECT(48), RADIO(48), MULT(6)*
* *
* *
* THIS FORTRAN CALLABLE SUBROUTINE READS ANn CONVERTS DATA *
* READ FROM 7-TRACK MAG TAPE GENERATED BY STANFORDS SG-4 *
* SPECTROMETER SYSTEM. *
* THE RAW DATA IS CONTAINED IN TWO DIFFERENT RECORD FORMATS *
* EACH OF A DIFFERENT PHYSICAL LENGTH AND DATA RECORDING MODE*
* THE IDENTIFICATION RECORD CONTAINS DATA IN A PACKED Bcn *
* FORMAT WHERE EACH PAIR OF SIX BIT BYTES CONTAIN THREE *
* FOUR BIT BCD CHARACTERS. *
THE DATA IS RETURNED IN COMMON TO FORTRAN, ALL NUMBERS
















OOEF IJKL OOABCD GH





























SET COUNT TO ZERO
SECTION'
DO CARD r,11 S5 I NG'
CHECK FOR IDENT RECORD
CHECK FOR DATA RECORD
RECORD LENGTH ERROR
GET BLOCK BYTE COUNT
DID WE GET AN ERROR?
IF SO EXIT




























LOAD LOWEST THREE DIGITS
EXTRACT LOW ORDER TWO DIGITS
STORE SECONDS
SAVE LOW ORDER MINUTES DIGIT
LOAD HIGH ORDER THREE DIGITS
CLEAR EVEN REGISTER
EXTRACT HIGH ORDER TWO DIGITS
SAVE HOUR DIGITS
SCALE HIGH ORDER MINUTE DIGIT
































(SPECTAPE,LEAVE) LEAVE FOR MULTIPLE FILES


















































POINT,SGCHANLA CONVERT SPECT/RADIO DATA
STEP,4






PO I NT, S-fE P, 0 LOO P





LIM IT, MLOO P
EXIT
'ROUTINE TO TURN OFF ERROR RETRY BITS'
NOERR
SHOULD BE CALLED BEFORE OPEN
GET POINTER TO STATUS INFO
GET RESIDUAL COUNT
ONLY USE LOW ORDER HALFWORO
GET BLKSIZE FROM DCB


































TITLE 'READ ERROR ROUTINE'
OS OH
SYNADAF ACSMETH=BSN1
STM 14,1,ERRSAV SAVE OS REGISTERS
MVC STATUS(27),=CL27'RSLII01 I/O ERROR INFO __ I
MVC STATUS+27(78),SO(PARM)
WTOP STATUS,LIMIT=20,MF=E
L COUNT,=F'-l' SET ERROR FLAG
SYNADRLS
LM 14,1,ERRSAV RESTORE THE REGISTERS







400 BYTE INPUT AREA
BACK TO START OF INPUT AREA
IDENTIFICATION RECORD FORMAT
NO I SE BYTES
THREE DIGIT (BCD) DAY
SIX DIGIT TIME HH.MM.SS
SAMPLE IDENTIFICATION
SITE IDENTIFICATION
DEFINE SIZE OF IDENT RECORD




REMAINDER OF SPECT/RAD DATA
MULTI PLEX DATA














































IDENT OS 6H ALLOCATE RESULT AREA
*
ORG IDENT TO DEFINE IDENT SUBFIELOS




SAMP LE OS 2X
SITE OS 2X
*
SPECT OS 48H CONVERTED SPECTRUM AREA
RADIO OS 48H CONVERTED RAD Im~ETER AREA
MULT OS 6H CONVERTED MULTIPLEX AREA
*





































SUBROUTINE DALOAD eDATA, KEY)
DATA LOCATION OF DATA TO BE WRITTEN
KEY ERROR CHECKING FEATURE, IF ZERO
NO ERROR CHECKING WILL BE DONE,
ELSE IT MUST AGREE WITH THE KEY
OF THE BLOCK CURRENTLY BEING WRITTEN.
DIRECT -- DDNAME OF DIRECT ACCESS DATASET.
BLKSI7E MUST APPEAR IN JCL.































































DATA,oeO,PARM) GET POINTERS TO ARGS
KEY, 4e0, PAR~1)




'RSLI001 DIRECT DD CARD MISSING'
20,DUMP
TEMP,BLKCNT
TEMP,l(O,TEMP) INCREMENT BLOCK COUNT
TEMP,BLKCNT
TEMP,OeO,KEY) ERROR CHECK
TEMP,BLKCNT WAS KEY ZERO?
WRITE
TEMP,=F'O' WAS KEY EQUAL TO BLKCNT?
WRITE
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